Events
As a thought leader, Street Resource Group hosts meetings, participates on discussion panels, and is a
featured speaker on a variety of warehouse lending industry topics.
SRG's User Group Meeting, Atlanta, GA
SRG hosted a one-day WLS User Group meeting in advance of finalizing each software version release.
This meeting provided the opportunity for our users to review the new features, provide feedback, and
meet for open discussion. The venue was a meeting facility at the Atlanta International Airport. This
convenient location allowed our users to fly in and out for the meeting on the same day. We also hosted
a client appreciation reception.

SRG's Warehouse Lender Luncheon - Harvard Club, New York
We are excited about the overwhelming response to SRG’s Warehouse Lender Luncheon during the
MBA Secondary Conference in New York. In addition to socializing, we provided a three-course, seated
plate lunch and had a working meeting with the following topics on the agenda:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The continuing FDIC/HUD/RESPA issues,
The expansion of the current Loan Registry Alert (LRA) fraud detection database service,
The creation of an industry association to provide centralized services (including LRA), and
The new Quality Lending Insurance product.

MBA's National Technology in Mortgage Banking Conference & Expo
Strategies for Mitigating Third Party Origination Risk
Third party origination strategies can have greater financial, operational and compliance risks. As broker
and correspondent lending channels continue to be strategic imperatives, lenders must find stronger yet
cost-effective ways to mitigate risk and build profitable loan portfolios. Technology-enabled solutions
can help solve the third-party originator risk management challenge more efficiently and cost
effectively. Learn how market-leading lenders are taking advantage of third-party originator scalability
while using technology to minimize their risk.

SME Webinar - The Shifting Paradigm in Mortgage Banking
Secondary Marketing Executive magazine Interactive Webinar Series Warehouse Lending in Today's
Changing Market - Access to reliable mortgage warehouse financing from multiple suppliers is critical for
both survival and success. "No cash, no credit, no business" is still a valid mortgage banking mantra warehouse lines are a necessity of the secondary market process. This presentation covered the state of
warehouse banking and where it is heading into the near future.
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MBA's Legal Issues in Mortgage Technology Conference
Hotel del Coronado, San Diego, Calif. eNotes, the MERS® eRegistry and Warehouse Lending - Perfecting
a Warehouse Lender's Interest in Paper in a Paperless World There have been special challenges to
warehouse lending in the new world of eMortgages. Panelists consider these issues and explain how the
MERS® eRegistry allows you to “hold” an original electronic note when there’s no wetink-signed paper
copy (includng recent foreclosure litigation developments).

Boston Warehouse Lenders Workshop and Luncheon
The Warehouse Information Network (WIN) was excited to host top management from the warehouse
lending community and provide an opportunity to have lunch and network with their peers, learn about
new operational and risk management tools, discuss important issues and trends, and have direct input
on the initiatives affecting in the industry.

Webinar on Fraud Mitigation Strategies
SRG President Stanley Street explained how fraud continues to be a major threat and expense to the
mortgage warehouse lending industry, and offered important information on creating and implementing
a successful fraud mitigation strategy using key benchmarks, industry resources and internal systems.
Our guest speaker was Ann Fulmer, VP Business Relations, Interthinx, who spoke on the problems with
"authorized users" and inflated credit scores.

Mortgage Warehouse Lenders Forum
Senior managers from the nation’s leading warehouse lenders gathered at Rockefeller Center’s historic
Rainbow Room in New York City to discuss issues of industry importance and learn new and important
approaches to mortgage fraud risk management.

